**Ohio Wine Country Excursions**  
*Updated Edition*  
Patricia Latimer, now available  
263 pages, 978-1-935603-99-3, paper, $24.95

Meticulously updated, this new edition of Ohio Wine Country Excursions offers wine enthusiasts and armchair travelers alike both a comprehensive history of the Ohio wine industry and profiles of eighty beautiful, high quality Ohio wineries and vineyards, including detailed maps, hours, events, and types of wine offered at each destination. Take an excursion to Lake Erie Wine Islands. Enjoy the Canal and Lock area. Journey through the Ohio River Valley vineyards. Latimer’s title is just the right glass to drink it all in.

**Pedaling on the North Coast**  
*Biking the Streets of Greater Cleveland*  
Stan Purdum and Murray Fishel, May 2011  
211 pages, 978-1-931968-96-6, paper, $19.95

Stan Purdum returns with more great rides around Northeast Ohio. Pedaling on the North Coast is your guide to the best routes in the Greater Cleveland Area. From lakeside rides to trips to Cleveland landmarks like the historic West Side Market, this book is the perfect companion for everyone from the casual cyclist to the seasoned vet. Detailed directions for every ride are included, as well as maps and mileage notations. Purdum shares his favorite spots to eat and explore along each route; as well as rich, historical background and revealing sidebars. Saddle up and get ready to ride!

**Leaving Home in Dark Blue**  
*Chronicling Ohio’s Civil War Experience through Memoirs and Literature*  
Curt Brown, editor, June 2011  
200 pages, 978-1-935603-01-6, paper, $19.95

In 2011, the Civil War Sesquicentennial will highlight the events of the war between the states. Ohio played a major role in the four-year conflict which, for most soldiers, was the grand event of their lives. Ohio regiments were formed, soldiers were conscripted, and battles were fought in places Ohioans didn’t know existed. This collection gathers together primary materials from memoirs, newspapers, and literature to trace Ohioans’ participation in the war. The collection is built chronologically and when available, participants post-war lives are documented.

**Astronomical Undertakings**  
*Legend and Legitimacy in Man’s Search for Another Earth*  
Erhard Oeser, August 2011  
208 pages, 978-1-935603-02-3, cloth, $29.95

Since ancient times, mankind has wondered whether a second Earth might exist in the universe—a planet that supports life like our own. The search for that second Earth was spurred in 1609 by two events: Kepler outlined the laws of planetary motion and Galileo built a three-powered telescope. Oeser’s contention is that at this point, the search for the second earth became the driving factor in the growth of space research. When man finally landed on the moon and discovered that no life existed, the search did not stop, but the destination changed. We are compelled to find others like us in the vast universe.
**Possum Nocture**
Doug Ramspeck, now available
64 pages, 978-0-979436-53-6, paper, $15.00

These poems imbue the physical world with human traits and consciousness, the speakers imagining the landscapes of their days as alive with portentous meaning. The works in this collection are about animism and superstition, about characters who are convinced that a hoot owl whispers to us and that we can read our futures in a hognose snake skin. Indeed, snakes in these poems often serve as mysteries and occultations. What could be more “other” than a creature without arms or legs, one that sticks out its tongue to “understand” the air? The world for the characters in these poems—mostly situated in the American Midwest and American South—is alive with its own form of consciousness and secret meanings.

**Le Spleen de Poughkeepsie**
Winner of 2010 Akron Poetry Prize
Joshua Harmon, now available
93 pages, 978-1-931968-92-8, paper, $14.95
93 pages, 978-1-931968-93-5, cloth, $49.95, (Limited Collector’s Edition)

“A tender anti-epic, a grunge-tinged love song to America’s benighted post-industrial heartland. Harmon’s Poughkeepsie shimmers just beyond the borders of banal recognition…. Poughkeepsie is that city of the heart where no one can look at anyone else ‘alone,’ where ‘the noise of beauty’ is a cop’s bullet polishing off a ‘traffic-struck doe,’ where ‘five dollars takes you anywhere in this town / except out of it.’” —G. C. Waldrep

**Orphan, Indiana**
David Dodd Lee, now available
71 pages, 978-1-931968-83-6, paper, $14.95
71 pages, 978-1-931968-90-4, cloth, $49.95, (Limited Collector’s Edition)

Orphan, Indiana is a collection of spontaneous outbursts framed by reticence and the guiding mania of the subconscious. Profane and poignant, accidental-seeming but soaring with satirical intent, David Dodd Lee’s poems capture a verisimilitude that’s phenomenological, and yet of the moment.

**The Monkey and the Wrench**
Essays into Contemporary Poetics
Mary Biddinger and John Gallaher, editors, now available
176 pages, 978-1-931968-91-1, paper, $14.95

The Monkey and the Wrench takes a snapshot of a moving target: the ever-shifting conversation about today’s poetry. The ten essays in this collection offer reflections and insights, practical advice for craft matters, and provocative points of departure for those who read and write poetry. The first volume in the Akron Series in Contemporary Poetics, this volume is ideal for both the classroom and the nightstand, for the poet’s desk and the critic’s bookshelf.

**Possum Nocture**
Doug Ramspeck, now available
64 pages, 978-0-979436-53-6, paper, $15.00